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Chapter 3
The Quest for the Decisive
Constitutional Moment (DCM)
Stefan Huygebaert
Abstract The Constitution, as fundamental, formal law, needs some form of
representation in order to gain validity. This chapter demonstrates that, apart from
using symbols such as tables of the law, artists alternatively chose for an artistic
device, for which the name DCM (Decisive Constitutional Moment) is put forward.
This device entails the selection and depiction of a speciﬁc, pivotal moment from
constitutional history. The deﬁnition of this device consists of three parts, drawing
on existing theory about the decisive moment by photographer Henri
Cartier-Bresson, the constitutional moment of legal scholar Bruce Ackerman, and
the depiction and narration of a history and a moment in visual art, with particular
attention for the relationship between the depicted moment and the moment of
depiction. The chapter’s focus is on works of art from the long nineteenth century,
the age of revolution, Constitution and a new idiom in art history in which artist
took scenes from contemporary life as subject matter, thus combining a journalistic
eyewitness account with an academic style. Looking into the main artistic media of
this era and their use in DCMs allows for a better understanding of the legitimizing
function of the art works under scrutiny. The chapter further develops with an
elaborate study of the design entries for the 1849 competition for a constitutional
monument in Brussels, Belgium, which demonstrates the variety of possible
decisive constitutional moments and the challenges which artists faced when
including them in their designs.
3.1 Introduction
Making the Constitution, the fundamental and most elementary of the nation’s laws,
perceivable to citizens is crucial for it to function. As political theorist Hans
Vorländer writes in his 2012 essay What is Constitutional culture?, “[c]onstitutions
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have to rely on symbolic forms of representation that lend them validity, that is,
acceptance and recognition.”1 Therefore, visual artists have been charged with the
difﬁcult task of rendering the Constitution visually perceptible in order to com-
municate it to the population. However, both the abstract nature and the lack of
iconographic tradition complicate this depiction of the Constitution.2 One solution
is the use of symbols, as can be seen in the famous painting by Jean-Jacques
Francois Le Barbier visualising the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the
Citizen (1789, Paris, Carnavalet Museum). Here, amongst many symbols, tables of
the law emphasise both the sacral, religious respect for and the everlasting and
unchangeable character of the fundamental rights written down in the 1789
Declaration.3
This chapter deals with another solution for the challenges artists faced when
having to depict the Constitution. The object of scrutiny is an artistic device which
artists could apply when visualising the Constitution, and which I refer to as the
DCM (Decisive Constitutional Moment).4 I borrow my use of the term “device”
from art historian Francis H. Dowley’s analysis of the so called signiﬁcant moment
in French eighteenth-century sculpture.5 Comparable to how the sculptural “sig-
niﬁcant moment” device (in which a person is depicted during his/her quintessential
biographic moment) served to show the essence of a person’s contribution to his-
tory, the DCM device serves to show the Constitution’s essence and its contribution
to the nation. “Device” should therefore be understood as a byword for “repre-
sentational vehicle” or “artistic practice”, comparable to a three-quarter view in
portraiture or the use of human-like personiﬁcations for abstract notions.
Although many examples of DCM use can be found before and after the period,
my particular focus lies on works of art from the long nineteenth century, the age of
revolution and Constitution, as well as of the start of a new idiom in art history.
Following a few isolated uses by late-eighteenth-century painters such as Benjamin
West and John Singleton Copley, referred to as the “revolution of history painting”
1Vorländer, Hans. 2012. What is “Constitutional Culture”? In Constitutional Cultures: On the
Concept and Representation of Constitutions in the Atlantic World, eds. Silcke Hensel, Ulrike
Bock, Katrin Dircksen, and Hans-Ulrich Thamer, 21–42. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge
Scholars Publishing, 28.
2Müller, Marion C. 2011. Verfassung. In Handbuch der politischen Ikonographie, eds. Uwe
Fleckner, Martin Warnke, and Hendrik Ziegler, 514–521. München: C.H. Beck. Green Fryd,
Vivien. 2012. Representing the Constitution in the US Capitol Building: Justice, Freedom and
Slavery. In Constitutional Cultures, 228–229 and 244.
3Reichardt, Rolf. 2007. L’imaginaire de la Constitution de 1789 à 1830: symbolique d’union ou de
division politique? In Le combat autour de la Représentation: politique symbolique en France,
1789–1830, eds. Natalie Scholz, Christina Schröer, and Hans-Ulrich Thamer. Rennes: Presses de
l’Université de Bretagne.
4For the sake of consistency, in what follows, I use the abbreviation “DCM” when referring to the
artistic device, and the written words “decisive constitutional moment” when referring to the
actual, historical moment.
5Dowley, Francis H. 1957. D’Angiviller’s Grands Hommes and the Signiﬁcant Moment. The Art
Bulletin 39 (4):259–277.
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since art historian Edgar Wind’s 1938 article,6 this idiom really came into vogue
during the French Revolution, when artists started to combine journalistic eye-
witness accounts with an academic style. The idiom is reflected in painter
Jacques-Louis David’s words from 1792: “[W]e will (…) no longer have to try to
ﬁnd subjects for our paintings in the history of ancient people”.7 This combination
of a sense of historical correctness with high artistic quality was long reserved to
battle paintings, and was now being used for contemporary events.8 For the new
idiom, one can think of the many prints showing contemporary, pivotal events such
as the attack on the Bastille or Louis XVI’s execution.
An image that immediately comes to mind when characterising the long nine-
teenth century as the age of revolution, Constitution and this new idiom, is David’s
The Oath of the Tennis Court (study persevered in Paris, Louvre Museum), argu-
ably the prototype use of the DCM. A study for this never ﬁnished painting,
analysed at length by Mark Antaki and Catherine Le Guerrier in this book’s second
chapter, was presented at the 1791 Parisian salon, the most signiﬁcant art exhibition
at the time. David tried to represent a moment that in historiography came to be
seen as crucial for both the French Revolution and its ﬁrst Constitution (proclaimed
on 3 September 1791): the oath pledged by the Third Estate on 20 June 1789 not to
leave the assembly before a Constitution would be drafted.9 David was far from
being the single artist in the period between 1789 and 1914 who chose for the
DCM. Likewise, he was not the only artists depicting the speciﬁc moment. His own
student, August Couder, later depicted the same dramatic moment in 1848
(Versailles, Museum of the History of France).
In the ﬁrst part of this paper, I deﬁne this device by focusing on three primary
elements—Decisive, Constitutional and Moment—each referring to one of the three
words that make up the DCM. This modus operandi is justiﬁed because of the fact
that both the “decisive moment” and the “constitutional moment” are existing,
coined notions, the former by French photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson, the latter
by American legal scholar Bruce Ackerman. This paper draws on these two notions
and their deﬁnitions, as far as possible, although we must remain aware of the
limitations in applying them on the device I put forward. Apart from these two, I
aim to tackle the issue of depicting a moment in visual art, before ﬁnally putting
together a deﬁnition for the DCM.
6Wind, Edgar. 1938. The Revolution of History Painting. Journal of the Warburg Institute 2
(2):116–127.
7Quoted in Johnson, Dorothy. 2006. Jacques-Louis David. New perspectives. Newark: University
of Deleware Press, 111.
8Abrams, Ann Uhry. 1979. Politics, Prints, and John Singleton Copley’s Watson and the Shark.
The Art Bulletin 61 (2):265–276. Reynaerts, Jenny. 2008. Het begin van de vrijheid: “Prise de la
Bastille” door Charles Thévenin (1790). Bulletin van het Rijksmuseum 56 (1/2): 136–149. Vagts,
Alfred. Battle-Scenes and Picture-Politics. 1941. Military Affairs 5 (2): 88–90.
9Boime, Albert. 1987. Art in the Age of Revolution 1750–1800. A social history of modern art.
Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press.
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In the second part, I demonstrate how the DCM is used in different media, and
how each of these feature their own limitations. The media under scrutiny include
painting and its lasting use after the rise of photography, medals with their speciﬁc
aura of unchangeable sources of the past, and sculpture, more in particular a for-
mula featuring a commemorated, sculpted person and one or more narrative, bio-
graphical bas-reliefs in its base.
The third and last part elaborates a case study in which the Belgian government
organised a design competition for the Congress Column, a monument dedicated to
the 1830–1831 constituent assembly. Analysing the 17 preserved and located
designs for this competition helps to gain insight into the variety of possible
moments which could serve within a DCM.
For the purpose of this chapter, I apply Hanna Fenichel Pitkin’s double deﬁni-
tion of what a Constitution is—notably a deﬁnition she made at the occasion of the
U.S. Constitution’s 1987–1988 bicentennial, a moment of commemoration. Pitkin
roughly makes the distinction between, on the one hand, a material, Aristotelian
constitutio, a fundamental make-up of a people; and, on the other, the formal,
written Constitution, the result of “something we do”, an act of “constituting”.10
These verbs (to do, to constitute) indicate an evolution, a narration, a developing
storyline in the creation of the single, written document, known as the formal
Constitution. For an artist choosing for a DCM, his or her main concern is: what
exact episode or event from this story is crucial, when exactly is a Constitution, or
when do or did we constitute?
3.2 Deﬁning a DCM
3.2.1 Decisive: Cartier-Bresson’s Decisive Moment
French photographer and co-founder of the Magnum photo agency Henri
Cartier-Bresson (1908–2004) had his major photobook Images à la sauvette,
translated in English as The Decisive Moment (both published in 1952). Allegedly,
Cartier-Bresson borrowed the term from seventeenth-century French politician
Cardinal de Retz’ memoires: “There is nothing in this world that has no decisive
moment”.11 However, de Retz’s decisive moments referred to historical events with
a time span varying from several weeks to a single important encounter, whilst
Cartier-Bresson had a much more instantaneous interpretation.12 Cartier-Bresson
10Pitkin, Hanna Fenichel 1987. The Idea of a Constitution. Journal of Legal Education 37 (2):
167–169.
11“II n’y a rien dans ce monde qui n’ait un moment décisif” Kelsey, Robin. 2009. Of Fish, Birds,
Cats, Mice, Spiders, Flies, Pigs, and Chimpanzees: How Chance Casts the Historic Action
Photograph into Doubt. History and Theory (48): 71. (When the original quote is featured in
footnote, the translation is mine)
12Kelsey, 2009. 71, note 28.
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writes that, for him, “…photography is the simultaneous recognition, in a fraction
of a second, of the signiﬁcance of an event as well as of a precise organization of
forms which give that event its proper expression”.13 From Cartier-Bresson, the
deﬁnition for the DCM can borrow this combination of artist and reporter as well as
an event’s instantaneousness as crucial elements.
It is necessary to emphasise—and to be fully aware of—the risks of using a
twentieth-century term applied in photography, for a nineteenth-century medium
and device. Eventually, photography would be able to grasp the split second when a
moment or instant unfolds itself, what painting, sculpting and other
nineteenth-century media could not. Likewise, the element of truth and eyewitness,
so typical for the aura and “indexicality” of photography, is missing in these
traditional media. The distinction is adequately formulated by Alan Woods in his
essay Death and the instamatic: “A painting (if it wishes to) re-states reality, a
photograph belongs to the event it describes. (…) The sense is not of time arrested
—paintings do not freeze time—but of time denied, transcended (as in an icon or an
allegory) or expressed (as in history painting).”14 This is why art historian Ernst
Gombrich distinguishes the photographic instant from the artistic moment, the ﬁrst
(in the case of documentary photography) witnessing an event, the later recon-
structing and reinventing it.15 Both the pregnant and signiﬁcant moment are more
adequate terms for analysing pre-photographic media, as will be made clear below,
but by borrowing Cartier-Bresson’s adjective, I emphasise the instantaneous and
therefore dramatic character of artistically depicted constitutional moments.
3.2.2 Constitutional: Ackerman’s Constitutional Moment
American legal scholar Bruce Ackerman (b. 1943) coined the influential notion of a
“constitutional moment”, an extraordinary moment of popular consensus that leads
to constitutional change outside the normal mode of amendment, foreseen in U.S.
Constitution’s article 5.16 The dualism in Ackerman’s theory refers to the enactment
of normal law by the legislature in times of ordinary politics, whereas in times of
constitutional politics, constitutional law is enacted by the people, who have turned
into mobilised and engaged citizens.17 In his 1984 Storrs lecture and his book We
the People: Foundations (1991), Ackerman distinguishes three such
“mega-moments” in American history, which he originally referred to as “three
13Cartier-Bresson, Henri. 1999. The Mind’s Eye: Writings on Photography and Photographers.
New York: Aperture: 42.
14Woods, Alan. 1984. Death and the Instamatic. The Cambridge Quarterly 13 (2):149, 159.
15Gombrich, Ernst Hans. 1982. Moment and movement in art. In The image and the eye, ed. Ernst
Hans Gombrich, 40–62. Oxford: Phaidon.
16Ackerman, Bruce. 1991. We, the people: Foundations. Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
17Weill, Rivka. 2006. Evolution vs. Revolution: Dueling Models of Dualism. The American
Journal of Comparative Law 54 (2):429–479.
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peaks of high importance that tower over valleys full of more particular mean-
ings”.18 These extraordinary “moments of passionate sacriﬁce and excited mobi-
lization” culminate in higher law making or a “fundamental reworking of the status
quo”.19 Ackerman emphasises the limited window of opportunity of these rare
periods of heightened political consciousness during and shortly after a revolution
in which a constituent assembly can operate. In other words, the constitutional
moment is turned into constitutional momentum, since much depends on the
short-lived engagement of the people with public policy, and the legitimation and
normative value generated by engagement, mobilisation and popular endorse-
ment.20 The three moments Ackerman discerns in U.S. history are (1) the Founding
and the writing of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights; (2) the Reconstruction era
after the Civil War and (3) the New Deal.
Three elements from Ackerman’s theory could render it inadequate to the task of
this chapter. First, his theory on exceptional moments of higher law making is
speciﬁcally designed for the American situation. Second, Ackerman himself, in
later writings, warned for an overly instantaneous interpretation of constitutional
moments as split seconds, comparable to de Retz’s reading of decisive moments in
history. On the contrary, according to Ackerman, constitutional moments require at
least a decade before the popular support is sufﬁciently demonstrated.21 Thirdly,
Ackerman narrows constitutional moments to cases of constitutional change, a
break with the past.22 An alternative could be Jason Frank’s “constituent moments”.
In his book by that name, Frank argues that “the people” are a vague, almost
metaphysical though potent political claim who’s power derives from a constitutive
surplus from the revolutionary era. Constituent moments differ from Ackerman’s
constitutional moments because their focus is not on constitutional law and formal
political constitutions. Rather, Frank demonstrates how said claim is made time and
again during democratic everyday (mirco-)politics, and not just during exceptional
historical shifts and radical breaks.23
From Ackerman’s constitutional moment, I retain the extraordinary character
and the popular consensus and endorsement which gives legitimacy to constitu-
tional change.
18Ackerman, Bruce 1984. Storrs Lectures: Discovering the Constitution. Faculty Scholarship
Series Paper, 1051.
19Ackerman, 1991. 22, 31.
20Tushnet, Mark. 2008. Comparative constitutional law. In The Oxford Handbook of Comparative
Law, eds. Mathias Reimann, and Reinhard Zimmerman, 1226–1257. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1235.
21Ackerman, Bruce. 2010. The Decline and Fall of the American Republic. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 70–71.
22Weill, 2006. 463–464.
23Frank, Jason. 2010. Constituent moments: Enacting the People in Postrevolutionary America.
Durham and London: Duke University Press, 3–4, 31–33, 250–251.
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3.2.3 Moment: Visual Narration of a Story and a Moment
It is important to fully realise the difﬁculties in visual narration of a story or a
history as well as the complex relationship between the moment of depiction by an
artist, and the historical moment which is depicted. Regarding the ﬁrst issue,
comparing two versions of one and the same story can be revealing. For the sake of
this chapter, an example of an exemplum iustitiae will sufﬁce. The story under
scrutiny is that of the corrupt judge Sysamnes. As written by Valerius Maximus in
his Factorum et dictorum memorabilium libri IX, Sysamnes was bribed, arrested,
flayed alive and, ﬁnally, succeeded by his own son, Otanes, who had to sit on his
father’s skin when judging. Late-medieval painter Gerard David’s rendering of this
story in the form of a diptych (Fig. 3.1) shows it in a so called continuous narrative,
with a total of four episodes on two panels, repeating certain characters in one and
the same panel. From left to right, the corrupt judge is bribed, arrested, punished
and succeeded by his son. Pieter Paul Rubens’s seventeenth-century version (of
which the original is lost, Fig. 3.2) focuses, in a typical baroque mode, on the most
dramatic moment that summarises or “essentialises” the entire story. Rubens chose
the last of Gerard David’s four episodes, where the father’s skin draped on Otanes’s
throne helps to summarise the entire story.24
Similarly, telling the story of the Constitution visually can be done by either
showing several episodes of the constituent process, or focusing on one dramatic
moment. The differences between these two ways of visual story telling were
further developed by, amongst others, eighteenth-century writers such as Lord
Shaftesburry and Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. In particular, they wrote about the
kind of alternative Rubens used. As Lessing put it in his famous treatise on
Laocoön: “Painting can (…) only represent a single moment of an action and must
therefore select the most pregnant moment which best allows us to infer what has
gone before and what follows.”25 Discussions on this “pregnant” moment, this
dramatic moment chosen by the painter, are most relevant for the moments that are
selected in the device under scrutiny. Shaftesburry and Lessing preferred a moment
preceding the drama—indeed: pregnant—whereas baroque and neo-classical or
romantic artists such as, respectively, Rubens and Jacques-Louis David chose the
climactic, dramatic moment. Still, this will be an “artistic moment” or punctum
temporis, chosen and constructed by the artist and including inevitable composi-
tional inventions. Art historian Ernst Gombrich emphasised how, ever since pho-
tography’s exposure time was reduced to a level that allows the creation of the
frozen moment so vital to Cartier-Bresson’s decisive moment, people tend to forget
the often constructed nature of the artistic moment in, for example, painting: “…the
instant of which the theoreticians speak, the moment when time stands still, is an
24Paumen, Vanessa. 2016. The skin of the judge: the judgement of Cambyses. In The Art of Law:
Three Centuries of Justice Depicted, eds. Stefan Huygebaert, Georges Martyn, Vanessa Paumen,
and Tine Van Poucke, 81–90. Tielt: Lannoo.
25Quoted in Gombrich, 1982. 42.
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Fig. 3.1 Gerard David, The judgement of Cambyses, 1498, oil paint on wood, Groeningemuseum,
Brugge © Lukas—Art in Flanders VZW. Photo Hugo Maertens
Fig. 3.2 R. Eynhoudts after Pieter-Paul Rubens, The Judgement of Cambyses, print, s.d.
(seventeenth century). © Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
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illicit extrapolation, despite the specious plausibility which the snapshot has given
to this old idea.”26
Therefore, and for the sake of consistency and analysis, I ﬁrst distinguish and
introduce four chronological relationships between the actual, historical constitu-
tional moment and the moment of its depiction, before ﬁnalising the deﬁnition of
the DCM. These four chronological relationships are reconstruction, recording,
staging and inventing. Arguably, each of these four relationships is present, to a
certain degree, in any artistic depiction of a historical moment, including one taken
from constitutional history, and so the borders between them are not to be under-
stood as strict.
First, the term “reconstruction” reminds us of the fact that nineteenth-century
media often depicted constitutional moments days, months or years after their
unfolding, often with changed realities, such as the many fractions and hostilities
within the group pledging the Tennis Court Oath. For example, Mirabeau is still
present in David’s picture, although he would later be demonised by Robespierre,
making it impossible for David to “keep up (…) with the Revolution”, in Antaki
and Le Guerrier’s words.27
As was mentioned earlier, photographic recording or, in Woods’s words, “be-
longing to the event” was impossible for a painter like David. However, many
artists who use the DCM try to let their depictions of the moment pass as a neutral
recording, for example by including themselves as eyewitness. This sort of
“recording” is present in David’s other famous masterpiece, Consecration of the
Emperor Napoleon I and Coronation of the Empress Josephine in the Cathedral of
Notre-Dame de Paris on 2 December 1804 (1807, Louvre, Paris), where David
painted himself in the top left part of the background audience.28
Often, events which could pass as decisive constitutional moments are cere-
monial in nature, such as singings, oaths or coronations. Their organisers have their
future, lasting depictions already in mind. Inviting an artist such as David to be
present in the Notre Dame, demonstrates the agenda of these depictions. More
generally, one can think of leaders’ lingering handshakes and voting gestures at the
ballot box, a moment stretched in time in order for photographers to grasp and
eternalise it. For these anticipated commemorations I use the word “staging”.
Lastly, at the moment of depiction, constitutional moments are (partly) “in-
vented”. In some cases they never unfolded. The alleged abdication of Belgian
King Leopold I during the revolutionary wave of 1848 certainly never happened in
the presence of his family, the military, and the judiciary, which is how a print
shows and invented the moment (Brussels, Royal Library, print S.III.100836). In
other cases, important elements are changed or added. David, in his Consecration of
the Emperor Napoleon, added Napoleon’s mother and brother, both of whom were
26Gombrich, 1982. 53.
27See Antaki & Le Guerrier’s contribution in this volume.
28It should be noted how artists using the DCM or any other device which depicts a speciﬁc
moment typically need long titles to refer to the actual setting, time and event.
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absent from the coronation ceremony. Both family members are included in the
painting, to help legitimise Napoleon’s imperial ambition. Most of all, however,
artistic renderings of contemporary moments and events remain inventions (because
of the punctum temporis’ constructed nature) and almost always include allegory or
intuitive references to famous images, as is the case in Copley’s 1778 “prototype”
Watson and the shark (Washington D.C., National Gallery of Art) and David’s use
of, for example, the lightning motive in his Tennis Court Oath.29
The borders between these four categories are fluid, of course. For example, any
attempt at recording, due to the limitations of artistic media, will include recon-
struction, while any reconstruction necessitates invention, heightened by the
essential amount of drama at the climactic turning point which artists aim for when
using a DCM. Likewise, staged moments count on recording and reconstruction,
and many decisive constitutional moments have a staged, ceremonial nature.
3.2.4 A Deﬁnition for the DCM
These theoretical elements and insights are combined in the deﬁnition of a DCM
which I put forward. The DCM is deﬁned as an artistic device in which a speciﬁc,
instantaneous and climactic turning point from constitutional history is selected and
artistically depicted, recorded, reconstructed, staged and/or invented, as a means to
perpetuate, commemorate and ultimately to legitimate the Constitution as funda-
mental order and law by emphasizing, directly or indirectly, the consensus that lays
at the Constitution’s origins. The acronym DCM thus does not refer to the speciﬁc
moment which is depicted (the decisive constitutional moment), but to the act of
depicting it. The decisive constitutional moment becomes functional or instru-
mental by virtue of its depiction in a DCM.
Art works resulting from the use of a DCM can easily be called sites of memory
(“lieux de mémoire”), French historian Pierre Nora’s influential concept. Nora
emphasised how these sites are crystallisations or embodiments of memory.
Deﬁning them as “moments of history torn away from the movement of history”
Nora also states “Every constitution (…) is a lieu de mémoire”.30 As such, para-
phrasing Nora’s deﬁnition of sites of memory, decisive constitutional moments are
moments of constitutional history torn away from the movement of constitutional
history. As Cartier-Bresson wrote: “[I]nside movement there is one moment at
which the elements in motion are in balance. Photography must seize upon this
moment and hold immobile the equilibrium of it.”31 In the evolution of collective
memory over time and past generations, only a small set of crucial, important,
29Wind 1938. Abrams 1979.
30Nora, Pierre. 1989. Between memory and history: les lieux de mémoire. Representations (26
special issue: Memory and counter-memory): 7, 21.
31Cartier-Bresson, 1999. 33
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canonical, say: decisive moments will be withheld from this flux of time.
A nineteenth-century artist commissioned to depict constitutional history is faced
with the choice of one single moment, often made at a time when this flux was still
very recent and featured a much larger quantity of possible decisive moments. This
selection process of the ideal moment is an integral part of the device. Therefore,
the third main part of this contribution focuses on the variety of possible moments
which artists considered. I will do so by scrutinising a case study about a Belgian
monument competition in 1849. First, however, it is necessary to analyse the artistic
media in which the DCM is used.
3.3 The Medium Constitutes the Message
3.3.1 (Wall-)Painting, Prints and Photography
The best way of demonstrating both the possibilities and aura of painting, is by
looking into its use at a time when the photographic alternative existed. Especially
in cases of commemorative depictions of ofﬁcial, ceremonial occasions, photog-
raphy often lost out to painting. The latter was regarded as a higher art form,
whereas the former was seen as a mere medium. Such was the case in 1901, at the
opening of the ﬁrst Federal Australian Parliament in the Exhibition Building in
Melbourne. Although photographs of the ceremony exist, the Australian Art
Association commissioned Tom Roberts to paint an enormous painting, measuring
over ﬁve by three meters and including more than 260 recognisable portraits
(Opening of the First Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia by H.R.H. The
Duke of Cornwall and York (Later King George V), May 9, 1901, 1903, Canberra,
British Royal Collection—permanent loan to the Parliament of Australia). Roberts
was one of the 10.000 people present at the ceremony and afterwards moved his
studio into the exhibition building. An important advantage of painting was that the
medium allowed Roberts to feature all heads recognisably, which would guarantee
sells of prints to the men and women depicted—as was the case with West’s Death
of General Wolfe (1771, Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada) and the intention with
David’s Tennis Court Oath. The medium also allowed for minor inventions, which
include turning faces and avoiding overlapping heads. A more elaborate invention,
however, can be noted in the upper left section, when comparing the painting with
photographs of the actual moment. In reality, the spot on the wall beneath the flags
(which, themselves are additions as well) featured a Justitia painting. However, in
his painting, Roberts omitted the Justitia, and instead included—that is, invented—
a portrait of Henry Parker, often referred to as the “Father of the Federation”.
Deceased in 1896, the politician was not present at the 1901 opening. Parker’s
added portrait, therefore, serves as a legitimation for the decisive moment of fed-
eration. Robert’s anachronistic use of oil paint was “the inherited means of
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signifying power”.32 Drawing on the aura of the grand genre of history painting, the
invention helped seize Australia’s decisive constitutional moment in a painting
known not as much through its monstrously long title, but by its nickname: The Big
Picture.
The case of the 1937–1938 sesquicentennial of the adoption and ratiﬁcation of
the U.S. Constitution also demonstrates this combination of aura and possible
inventions.33 For the occasion, American president Franklin Delano Roosevelt
personally ordered a change in the composition of the Poughkeepsie Post Ofﬁce
wall painting. The town in New York County housed the New York State ratifying
convention back in 1787, where FDR’s ancestor, Isaac Roosevelt was part of the
Federalist camp. Originally, the 1937 post ofﬁce mural by Gerald Foster would
feature the ratiﬁcation scene in which the Constitution is signed. FDR had it
changed to the moment of compromise between federalists and anti-federalists, a
compromise consisting of a promise that a Bill of Rights would be added to the
Constitution. This compromise took away anti-federalists’ fear of a possibly des-
potic federal government, and having it depicted in his home state would serve
FDR’s presidency very well. At the time the painting was made, the democratic
president endured severe attacks revolving around the constitutional nature of his
New Deal program. Notably, here we see a reconstruction of Ackerman’s ﬁrst
constitutional moment (the Founding) during the third (the New Deal) commis-
sioned by a president who wishes to emphasise his own constitutionalism by
referring to a story of compromise involving his own bloodline. In a thorough
analysis of the Poughkeepsie wall painting, FDR is quoted on the matter: “there
‘ain’t no such thing’ as a masterpiece of permanence in the art of living or the art of
government [but] when a great picture has been painted and touched up a little here
and there, it becomes at last a permanent contribution to civilization for all time.”34
These two examples demonstrate how the choice for (wall) painting as a medium
indicates the commissioning government’s agenda of legitimation and endorsement
of the Constitution and their own interpretation and policy, mostly because of the
possibilities of invention inherent to painting.
3.3.2 Medals
When it comes to perpetuating historical facts, few media are as renowned as
medals, since metal has long been regarded as an incorruptible and unchangeable
source of the past, as opposed to modiﬁable texts. Additionally, medals have the
32Spate, Virginia. 1996. Where the Sun never set: Tom Roberts and the British Empire. In Tom
Roberts, ed. Ron Radford. Adelaide: Art Gallery of South Australia and Art Exhibitions, 86.
33Rhoads, William B. 1990. The President and the Sesquicentennial of the Constitution: Franklin
Roosevelt’s Monument in Poughkeepsie. New York History 71 (3):308–321.
34Rhoads, 1990. 321.
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advantage of being mobile and reproducible on a large scale. The antique artistic
medal genre owed much of its renaissance to the quattrocento artist Pisanello. Like
the artworks featuring contemporary events as subject matter, here too, the French
Revolution sparked a renewed interest in the medal as medium. First, a competition
for the fabrication of new coins was organised in France after the closing of the old
monetary administration on 11 January 1791. The instigator of said closing in 1791,
Augustin Dupré, won the competition and was elected as Engraver General of the
French Mint. Already his ﬁrst coins as Engraver General commemorated the
Constitution, albeit using the French Revolution’s allegorical visual language rather
than a DCM. Underneath the inscription “Reign of the Law” (“Règne de la Loi”),
Dupré’s 1792 coin (Fig. 3.3) shows the winged Genius of France35 writing the
word “Constitution” on the table of the law, referring to the short-lived constitu-
tional monarchy of Louis XVI who’s head adorns the reverse—at a time when it
was still on his shoulders. Louis served as the third element of the new, momentary
political trinity featured on the edge lettering: “The Nation, the Law and the
King”.36
On 26 October 1792, David addressed the National Convention and expressed
his wish that commemorative medals (lacking nominative value, as opposed to
coins) be struck for all glorious events happening in the Republic, imitating, as he
saw it, the Greeks and Romans.37
Along with a renewed interest in designing and striking medals came a
numismatic interest, which interpreted these art works as crucial historical sources.
Fig. 3.3 Augustin Dupré, Louis XVI Roi des François 1792 [obverse] – Règne de la Loi – L’An 4
de la Liberté [reverse], coin, 1792. © National Numismatic Collection, National Museum of
American History, Smithsonian Institution
35A study for the reverse side of this coin is preserved at Paris, Musée Carnavalet D.3516BIS.
36Babelon, Jean. 1927. La médaille et les médailleurs. Collection l’Art et le Goût. Paris: Payot.
197–200. Réimpression de L’ancien moniteur: vol 8: Constituante. 1861. Paris: Henri Plon. 98.
37Babelon, 1927. 199–200.
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Given that practically every decisive political, legislative, constitutional, or military
moment would end up on the side of a medal, it was possible to write a history of a
country by simply listing the medals chronologically, as stepping stones of the
past.38
An intriguing early example is Antwerp-born numismatist Jacques de Bie’s 1636
edition Metallic France (La France métallique). De Bie had the intention of fol-
lowing the history of France, the new Rome, through its medals all the way back to
Charlemagne. The only problem for de Bie was that no such medals existed for
much of the historical period. His seventeenth century conception of historical
authenticity is far removed from our modern view. De Bie’s intention was to simply
place the many medals he had “found” in a chronological order, which made his
publication a reconstruction even though the medals themselves were presented as
recordings of contemporary moments. However, since numerous medals were
missing in the chronology, de Bie had to ﬁll gaps with reinvented medals, which
made him an inventor. De Bie’s modus operandi included showing prints after
medals that had never materially existed, thus indirectly abusing the tangible
medal’s aura of authenticity. In other words, he presented reconstructions and
inventions as recordings.39
Comparable in name, but completely different in conception, was the Metallic
history of Napoleon the Great (Histoire métallique de Napoléon le Grand) which
Napoleon issued in 1806, possibly as an answer to David’s concern. The intention
of Napoleon’s Metallic History was essentially to record the different—mostly
military—moments as they occurred from 1806 onwards by means of medals, and
ultimately to legitimise him as emperor.40 However, due to the speedy succession
of events and the slowness of casting medals, the project never progressed past the
design stage, with the exception of one medal for the victory of Iena on 14 October
1806. Part of the problem might have been Napoleon’s demand to approve every
design. Although Napoleon’s history was largely a military one (full of decisive
battle moments) his many legal efforts were likely to have been part of his Metallic
History. Thus, during its last session on 18 February 1814, the commission dis-
cussed the type and legends for the medal to commemorate the Penal Code. Since
this Napoleonic criminal code had been promulgated in 1810, the medal would
have been a reconstruction of the legislative moment.41
The close link between revolutions and Constitutions, with the ﬁrst giving
popular endorsement to the second, makes a particular, slightly more recent
medallic enterprise equally fascinating. Belgian numismatist Louis Guioth
38Cullen, Lucy, Wendy Fisher, Melissa Hamnett, and Marjorie Trusted. 2007. Medals and pla-
quettes. In The making of sculpture: The materials and techniques of European sculpture, ed.
Marjorie Trusted, 86–87. London: Victoria and Albert Museum.
39Jones, Mark. 1990. ‘Proof stones of history’: The status of medals as historical evidence in
seventeenth-century France. In Medals and coins from Budé to Mommsen, eds. M.H. Crawford, C.
R. Ligota, and J.B. Trapp, 53–64. London: The Warburg Institute University of London.
40Cullen, Fisher, Hamnett, and Trusted, 2007. 86–87.
41Babelon, 1927. 199–201.
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published his Numismatic history of the Belgian Revolution in 1844, followed by a
second volume in 1851.42 Guioth’s objective was to show “the relation between the
facts destined to be passed down by means of the burin.”43 With these words,
Guioth almost paraphrased his Antwerp predecessor, de Bie, who in his introduc-
tion to Metallic France in 1636 purported only to have chronologically ordered the
many medals he “found” in different cabinets.44 Guioth was more respectful of
historical facts. He based his work entirely on already existing, historical medals,
records of past moments. The element of reconstruction was his listing them, and,
like any historian, organising the past.
Guioth’s case is interesting because it shows two aspects of a DCM when put to
use on a medal as a medium. First, the limited amount of space on a medal’s surface
in fact did not allow for a narrative depiction of a moment or anecdote. Few of the
medals Guioth listed had actual scenes on their surfaces. Looking back at
Belgium’s modern medallic history, Belgian numismatist Babelon wrote in 1927
that medal makers risked falling into boring accuracy when meticulously describing
these events, whereas symbols would suggest them far more successfully.45
Second, when medals were listed chronologically, the question was: where to start?
Whatever moment-cast-into-medal would be featured as the ﬁrst in a history of the
revolution, automatically had the connotation of having put the spark to the ﬁnder.
In his introduction, Guioth wrote that the facts-turned-into-medal were important
because they had resulted in Belgium’s independence. But what, in other words,
had been the decisive revolutionary moment, and how far back did Guioth want to
go? Ab ovo, “from the egg”, the roots of the country, or somewhere in medias res,
“along the way”, when opposition against the regime of King William I was already
at hand? A commonly-repeated narrative about the Belgian Revolution situates its
origin at a show in the Mint opera house, but Guioth only chose a medal depicting
the opera, the Mute of Portici, as his ninth. So he situates the decisive moment long
before.
As it turned out, for Guioth, the via media between ab ovo and in medias res
was… “LEX/REX”, Law is King.46 These Latin words are inscribed in the opening
medal (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5) of Guioth’s Numismatic History, a medal which has the
42Guioth, J.L. 1844. Histoire numismatique de la révolution belge, ou Description raisonnée des
médailles, des jetons et des monnaies qui ont été frappés depuis le commencement de cette
révolution jusqu’à ce jour. Hasselt: P.-F. Milis. Guioth, J.L. 1851. Histoire numismatique de la
Belgique, faisant suite à l’histoire numismatique de la Révolution Belge, ou Description raisonnée
des médailles, des jetons et des monnaies qui ont été frappés depuis le commencement de cette
Révolution jusqu’à ce jour. Hasselt: Milis.
43“la relation des faits destines à être transmis à l’aide du burin” Guioth, 1844. v.
44Jones, 1990. 59–61.
45Babelon, 1927. 222–223.
46Using the words “Lex Rex”, the anonymous medal maker probably referred to the 1644 book by
the same name written by scottish writer Samuel Rutherford. Rutherford’s Presbyterian argument,
subsequently secularized by John Locke and used by Thomas Jefferson, was that even the King
and government are bound by law. Transferred to the 1829 Belgian case, this means that the King,
too, must abide by the Constitution.
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shape of an open book with the words “Constitution article 1” in French and Dutch
on its front and back cover, respectively. On its reverse, the right hand page of this
Constitution features the words “ﬁdelity up to infamy” (“ﬁdèle jusqu’à l’infamie”)
surrounding the earlier mentioned “LEX/REX/1829”. During a speech in Liège on
Fig. 3.4 Anonymous,
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23 June 1829, William I, King of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, had
referred to the southern—i.e. Belgian—opposition and their petitions and grie-
vances as “infamous” behaviour. As many of the Belgian petitioners noted, this so
called infamy was merely a use of their constitutional right to petition, which is
declared in article 161 of the 1815 Constitution of the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands. The artist behind the medal thus recorded a moment which, by the
revolutionaries, was seen as constitutional—or, rather, felt as a violation of their
Constitution. Guioth, in his turn, by including the piece as his opening medal, turns
the constitutional moment into a decisive constitutional moment. The necessary
element of consensus and unity is not so much depicted as it symbolised, by means
of a bundle of nine arrows (one arrow is breakable, a bundle is not) which sur-
mounts the open book medal. The number nine refers to the amount of provinces
petitioning against King William I.
In short, medals might be the number one medium when using the DCM if it was
not for two inherent but paradoxical features: their limited surface space, which
does not allow narrative scenes, and their success as recordings of signiﬁcant
moments, which led to accumulations, materially, and collections, on paper (and in
cabinets), reducing the extraordinary nature of the many moments they recorded.
3.3.3 Sculpture
There are roughly two ways to include speciﬁc moments when sculpting a person.
The ﬁrst was used in the eighteenth century and is known as the signiﬁcant
moment. Showing this moment was a device by means of which the portrayed
person was sculpted during a biographic moment, a historical turning point in his or
her public career. In line with Shaftesbury and Lessing, the sculptors often chose
the moment before the action, rather than the climax of the crucial event.47
The second way of using narration in monumental sculpture is prevalent within
the nineteenth century’s so-called statuomania, the accumulating erection of public
statues. This alternative to signiﬁcant moments entails the formula in which the
statue, equestrian or standing, stands on a plinth adorned with bas-reliefs.48 These
bas-reliefs, then, picture crucial moments from the life of the commemorated person
and clarify his or her accomplishments.
An important precedent or prototype for this formula originated in
sixteenth-century Florence. Giambologna’s equestrian statue of Cosimo I on the
Piazza della Signoria has three narrative bas-reliefs, made between 1596 and 1599.
47Dowley, 1957.
48Nancy Scott, in her study on the Italian sculptor Vincenzo Vela, refers this particular formula,
and notes how the narrative or allegorical bas-reliefs had to “suggest the impact of a person’s
moment in history”. Scott, Nancy. 1979. Politics on a Pedestal. Art Journal 38 (3): 193. Also see
Plotek, Arial. 2008. Allegory in the age of realism. Monumental sculpture in France, 1848–1880:
Institute of Fine Arts, New York University.
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One of them, at the rear end, features Cosimo’s proclamation as Duke in 1537.
Young Cosimo’s succession of Alessandro de’ Medici was precarious. The title of
Duke of the Florentine Republic only existed since Alessandro’s constitutional
reform in 1532. As a solution to this issue, the bas-relief combines two historical
events which in reality were separated by several months: Cosimo’s proclamation
as Duke on 9 January 1537 and the proclamation of the Diploma of Emperor
Charles V on 30 September, made public on 16 October 1537, which recognised
Cosimo’s reign. Giambologna showed Cosimo’s proclamation together with
Charles V’s charter, and the constitutional moment as shown on the relief is
invented. Above all, Giambologna’s relief shows the succession of Cosimo as
based on the broad consensus of the Florentine patriciate, with a Latin inscription
referring to a consensus within the Senate’s vote.49 The Duke relief, like the two
others, had to help legitimate Cosimo’s ascent to power within a recently modiﬁed
Constitution, and the use of a DCM serves this legitimation fruitfully.
This formula, of narrative bas-reliefs in a statue or monument’s plinth, met a
renewed interest in the nineteenth century. In 1848, an equestrian statue was erected
for Godfrey of Bouillon, the eleventh-century leader of the ﬁrst crusade, in
Brussels’s Royal Square. Two of the four sides of the pedestal were destined to
feature bas-reliefs showing events from the life of Godfrey, and much like the
Giambologna model, the short sides were to receive inscriptions.50 Godfrey’s major
accomplishments were military and legislative in nature, and both had their decisive
moment. One relief would show Godfrey leading the taking of Jerusalem, the other
would focus on his role in the Assises of Jerusalem (Assises de Jérusalem). An early
nineteenth-century narrative interpreted these Assises as a code that resulted from
Godfrey’s order to collect customs and laws for the Kingdom of Jerusalem.51 Given
that “[t]hese laws established the rights of everyone within the feudal system”,52
some simply called the Assises a “Code of Constitutional Laws”.53
Although the consensus about the reliefs’ content (“Godfrey warrior—Godfrey
legislator”54) was reached in 1849, it would take half a century of scientiﬁc debates
within the Belgian Academy of Sciences to resolve the question how these
49Erben, Dietrich. 1996. Die Reiterdenkmäler der Medici in Florenz und ihre politische
Bedeutung. Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 40 (3), 309.
50Etude épigraphique sur le monument érigé à Bruxelles en 1848 à la mémoire de Godefroid de
Bouillon. Extrait de la Revue Générale de Belgique. 1866. Brussels: Victor Devaux et Cie., 5.
51Prawer, Joshua. 1961. Étude sur le droit des Assises de Jérusalem: droit de conﬁscation et droit
d’exhérédation. Revue historique de droit français et étranger 39. 520–551 and 40 (1962), 29–42.
52“[c]es lois établissaient les droits de tous et de chacun selon le système féodal” Collin de Plancy,
J. 1848. La chronique de Godefroid de Bouillon et du royaume de Jérusalem. Première et
Deuxième Croisades (1080–1187) avec l’Histoire de Charles-le-Bon. Paris: La Librairie des
Livres Liturgique Illustrés, 100.
53“un code de lois constitutionnelles” Etude épigraphique, 1866. 18.
54“Godefroi guerrier – Godefrois législateur” De Ram, M. 1849. Rapport sur les questions
proposées par M. le Ministre de l’intérieur. Bulletins de l’Académie royale des Sciences, des
Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique 16. 203.
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moments should be depicted. Allegory and realistic narration constituted the major
sides of the arguments. In the end, two narrative bas-reliefs by Guillaume De Groot
were added to Godfrey’s pedestal as late as 1897.55 The southern relief shows a
chaotic war scene, whilst the northern relief features a scene with an enthroned
Godfrey opposite two men with papers. The extraordinary long period of half a
century between decision and execution of the bas-reliefs is intriguing, since it
bridges the artistic eras of nationalist romanticism and ﬁn-de-siècle symbolism.
During this half a century of debates about the reliefs and inscriptions, severe
doubts about Godfrey’s role in the writing of the code had grown. The liberal
newspaper L’Indépendance Belge (Belgian Independence) wrote in 1895: “In all
honesty, today we know that Godfrey (…) did not at all give his subjects a Code
(…). But this statue of Godfrey of Bouillon features such archaeological
anachronisms, such historical errors, that these subjects will not mar it—quite the
contrary!”56 In this case, the moment which the DCM depicted shifted, thanks to
historical research, from reconstruction to invention.
Like a historical person, an entire country or nation has a history. For example,
the 1883 Parisian Monument to the Republic (Square of the Republic, Paris) by
Léopold Morice, features biographic scenes of the republic in its base. Like
Guioth’s Numismatic History, such narration needs a start. Morice took the Tennis
Court Oath (20 June 1789) as an outset, in a relief clearly based on David’s
painting. Other episodes and moments are conspicuously omitted, not the least the
1870–1871 Paris Commune, an unwanted scene for the Third Republic’s
government.57
3.3.4 Moment, Medium and Message
From these examples it is possible to draw three important conclusions. First, it
becomes clear how the depiction of a historical moment is limited by material
constraints, often urging artists and commissioners to the choice for allegory as
opposed to a narrative scene, due to limited space. Second, they demonstrate how
the choice of a moment is linked to the moment of choice, such as the new Medici
line of Cosimo I and FDR’s precarious political situation which spurred them to
depict speciﬁc historical moments from their constitutional history. Thirdly, they
conﬁrm the importance of distinguishing recording, reconstructing, inventing and
55Meirsschaut, Pol. 1900. Sculptures de plein aires à Bruxelles. Guide explicatif. Brussels:
Bruylant, 75.
56L’Indépendance Belge. 1895. 21 July 1895. “À la vérité, on sait aujourd’hui que Godefroid (…)
ne donna point à ses sujets un Code (…). Mais cette statue de Godefroid de Bouillon présente de
tels anachronismes archéologiques, consacre de telles erreurs historiques, que ses sujets ne la
dépareraient pas – au contraire!”
57Best, Janice. 2006. Une Statue monumentale pour la République. Nineteenth-Century French
Studies 34 (3&4):311–313.
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staging as part of the DCM device. Thus, with validation and legitimation as the
device’s main objective, the (1) mode of depiction, (2) moment of depicting and
(3) selection of the historical moment need to be taken into account.
3.4 Moment into Monument: The 1849 Congress Column
Competition in Belgium
Godfrey’s statue and its bas-reliefs demonstrate that the Assises were interpreted as
a formal Constitution, understood as a fundamental law, a single written document.
Moreover, scholars like Joseph-François Michaud, in his History of the Crusades,
referred to the Assises as a monument of feudal jurisprudence and legislation, like
others who called it “a monument of wisdom and humanity”.58 These phrasings
make clear how, as Nora stated, every Constitution is indeed a site of memory, a
monument to its own importance. Moreover, actual monuments have been raised
for Constitutions, and those monuments often feature moments, in the form of dates
or narrative bas-reliefs. Because of this, they resemble the Giambologna formula,
with the Constitution as the commemorated ‘person’, and the moments depicted in
the bas-reliefs as memorable events in the life of the Constitution, much like how
the Paris Monument for the Republic could be interpreted biographically. An in
depth study of the Belgian Congress Column case is equally revealing and helps to
evaluate the choice (1) for the DCM as a device; (2) for one or more of the many
possible moments, and (3) for the speciﬁc way of depicting these moments.
3.4.1 The 1849 Competition
The revolutionary wave that struck Europe in 1848 passed remarkably quietly
through Belgium.59 The government, headed by liberal Prime Minister and
founding father Charles Rogier, granted a limited number of political concessions to
the left-wing agenda, and raised spending on public works in order to lower the
amount of potentially risky unemployed labourers. Additionally, there was an
electoral reform under which the threshold (tax payment being the primary criterion
for suffrage) was lowered to the constitutional minimum, the 40% tax on printed
publications was abolished and Parliament was reformed. Most importantly, the
freedom fought for in France and other European countries had already been
58Michaud, Joseph-François. 1867. Histoire des croisades. Paris: Furne, Jouvet et Cie, vol. 1., 466.
“un monument de sagesse et d’humanité” Journal de Bruxelles, 25 December, 1873, 2 “ce célèbre
monument de législation”, Etude épigraphique, 1866. 18.
59For a more elaborate account and references on the post-1848 constitutional cult in Belgium, see
Huygebaert, Stefan. 2015. Unshakeable Foundations An Iconological Study of the Belgian
Constitutional Cult following the 1848 Revolution. Journal of Belgian History 45 (4):10–39.
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protected by Belgium’s Constitution, written by the country’s Constitutional
Assembly—called Congrès National or National Congress—between 10 November
1830 and 7 February 1831. This assembly was preceded by a provisional gov-
ernment which proclaimed Belgium’s independence on 4 October 1830, shortly
after a revolution against the regime of William I had split the territory off from
the United Kingdom of the Netherlands (1815–1830). Leopold of Saxe-Coburg
(1790–1865), who became Louis-Philippe’s son-in-law after marrying his daughter
Louise of Orléans (1812–1850), was eventually elected the Belgian monarch in a
constitutional monarchy.60
Despite the relative quietness, Belgium’s government seemed very much aware
of the possibility of a revolution in 1848, especially from February onwards. The
French example of an abdicating King—Leopold’s father-in-law—inspired some to
produce the earlier mentioned print, featuring the invented moment of Leopold’s
abdication (Brussels, Royal Library, Print Room, S.II 12680).
The government’s awareness of the possibility of political unrest becomes
particularly clear through the artistic measures, which were taken in Belgium during
and shortly after the 1848 revolutionary wave. In an earlier article, I have analysed
the ways in which the Belgian liberal government intensiﬁed the celebration and
near veneration of the country’s Constitution. These artistic measures could be
called a constitutional cult, in which the population was reminded of the country’s
fundamental law and the civic liberties guaranteed therein. The most important and
lasting part of this propaganda effort was the monument Rogier erected on a
panoramic spot in the Royal Street, in the heart of Brussels. On 13 October 1849 a
Ministerial Decree by Rogier announced the organisation of a competition for the
design of a column-shaped monument. The Belgian competition in 1849 was
presented as democratic, since all citizens could go and look at the different designs.
However, it was a carefully selected commission that was tasked with choosing one
of the 64 anonymous and numbered designs. Although the speciﬁcation of the form,
namely a column, strongly limited the options for the competitors, their choice of
ornaments, symbols, personiﬁcations and allegories surrounding and surmounting
Brussels’s soon-to-be site of memory was almost endless.
3.4.2 A Plenitude of Choices
Equally long was the total list of speciﬁc moments from constitutional history,
which the competing artists wished to include. Reviewing the entries, the Belgian
Journal de l’Architecture (Journal for Architecture) pitied the competing artists:
In fact, the work of the Congress that formed Belgium as an independent Kingdom, was not
at all characterised by any memorable event, like the ones that often prepare or accompany
60Leopold was in fact only the second choice, as the National Congress ﬁrst elected the Duc de
Nemours (1814–1896), son of the French King, who refused this offer.
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the development of a nationality that founds itself, and of a liberty that creates itself. Not a
single feat of arms to remember, not a single hero to glorify.61
Because of this lack of clearly conventional and dramatic, decisive battle
moments, the choice for the artist was ample. The newspaper L’Indépendance
reminded the competitors of their real task: their design was to feature a summary of
the events from the Belgian Revolution (1830) until the signing of the Constitution,
as well as the freedoms, powers and provinces. All that, according to
L’Indépendance, should be made clear by means of allegory, and not—as many
competitors had tried—by means of inscriptions, which were deemed easy and
hardly ingenious.62 At the time of the competition, however, the events the artists
attempted to bring to mind in their sculptural and architectural sketches had
unfolded only two decades earlier. No real canonisation had been established yet,
and one generation after the revolution, many of the key actors, such as the rev-
olutionary leaders, many members of the National Congress and the King were still
actively involved in politics. The 1849 competition thus served as a ﬁlter, a catalyst
speeding up a process of selection and elimination of lesser dates, ultimately
resulting in a Belgian decisive constitutional moment. 17 designs are preserved,
most of which are kept in the Belgian State Archives in Brussels. Of these, 15 are
shown in sufﬁcient detail in order to analyse any possibly narrative bas-reliefs.
These designs enable me to largely summarise the list of possible moments which
could serve in a DCM as follows.
The Revolution (September, 1830)
When writing about revolutionary legitimacy, Ackerman emphasises that in order
to gain the authority to speak in the name of the people, the leader(s) of a revo-
lutionary movement must have the support of a signiﬁcant group of mobilised
followers. This constitutional moment is thus a moment of mass mobilisation in its
most literal sense, when “We, the People” take up arms against an oppressing force.
Moreover, as mentioned above, it was the French Revolution that gave rise to the
artistic quest for contemporary decisive moments. Two of the 17 Belgian designs in
1849 included Belgian revolutionaries with canons and bayonets, who fought the
oppressing force of the Dutch monarch.63 Much like design number 39, which
features ancient roman weaponry symbolising war and battle in general, these
projects recognised the importance of the Belgian Revolution, but their creators
refrained from choosing a decisive moment within those revolutionary days.
61“En effet, l’œuvre du congrès qui constitua la Belgique en royaume indépendant, ne fut point
illustrée par les événements mémorables qui souvent préparent ou accompagnent le
développement d’une nationalité qui se fonde, d’une liberté qui se crée. Nul fait d’armes à
rappeler, nul héros à exalter.” La Colonne de la Constitution. 1850. Journal de l’architecture et des
arts relatifs à la construction 3 (3):34.
62L’Indépendance Belge. 1850. Monument de la Constitution. 31 January 1850.
63La Colonne de la Constitution. 1849. Journal de l’architecture et des arts relatifs à la con-
struction 2 (11): 175: “des combattants de septembre semblent danser une ronde”.
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These moments did exist. Some of them were featured on a monument devoted
to the 1830 revolution itself and inaugurated on the Square of the Martyrs in
Brussels in 1838, which preceded the Congress Column as the closest to a national
monument that Belgium had. A few years after 1838, the Martyrs monument
received four bas-reliefs. Of the two added in 1846, the one in front is allegorical
and timeless, as it shows liberated Belgium crowning its warriors with laurels. The
other one on the back shows a speciﬁc moment on 2 October 1830, when the graves
of the martyrs on the improvised burial ground of the Square of the Martyrs were
consecrated. The reliefs on the sides, added in 1848 and 1849, respectively, feature
two more speciﬁc moments from the revolution: the attack on the Warande Park led
by Juan Van Halen on 25 September 1830, and the oath of the volunteers. In
addition to these moments depicted on the bas-reliefs, the surmounting personiﬁ-
cation of Liberty, a sculpture sometimes interpreted as personifying Belgium, is
shown writing down four precise dates (23, 24, 25 and 26 September 1830) in the
book of history.64
In contrast to the Martyrs Monument, in the Congress Column designs refer-
ences to the revolution in general are far less ubiquitous, and in some cases com-
pletely absent. This corresponds with Jeroen Janssens’s observation that, from 1848
onwards, the emphasis of the patriotic rhetoric shifted from revolution to
Constitution, with the latter providing the consolidation for the liberal values of the
ﬁrst.65 Additionally, the Congress Column was to become a monument speciﬁcally
for the Constitution and the Constituent Assembly, and not so much for the rev-
olution these consolidated. However, those designs that did feature life-size statues
of revolutionaries (e.g. numbers 21 and 45), or references to the revolution, such as
canons and bayonets (e.g. number 52), showed them at the base of their respective
column. These speciﬁc column designs feature a vertical chronology—one news-
paper discerned a type of “chronological columns” amongst the entries66—and thus
mark the Belgian Revolution as the foundation and beginning of the process that
would eventually lead to the Belgian Constitution and Monarchy, personiﬁed on
top of the respective columns.
Writing, Voting and Proclaiming: The Constituent Assembly’s Plenary
Sessions (10 November 1830–7 February 1831)
As they were designing a monument for the Belgian Constituent Assembly, several
of the artists, understandably, chose to depict scenes from the assembly, or dates
referring to speciﬁc votes and decisions in the Constitution’s genesis. Théodore
Juste, the historian whom Rogier asked to write a History of the National Congress
in 1849, had already selected (but not illustrated) three main votes from the
Congress’s history for his 1840 illustrated book History of Belgium. These were 18
64Goedleven, Edgard. 1996. Het Martelaarsplein te Brussel: gedenkteken van de Belgische
onafhankelijkheid en zetel van de Vlaamse Regering. Tielt: Lannoo, 123–134.
65Janssens, Jeroen. 2001. De Belgische natie viert: de Belgische nationale feesten 1830–1914.
Leuven: Universitaire pers, 50–52.
66L’Indépendance Belge. 1850. Monument de la Constitution. 31 January 1850.
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November 1830 (the proclamation of Belgium’s independence); 22 November 1830
(the vote for a representative monarchy as form of government) and 24 November
1830 (the everlasting exclusion of the house of Orange from the Belgian throne).67
Design number 21 (Fig. 3.6) is interesting in this respect, because it features an
abundance of royalist iconography. The base of the column shows Belgian revo-
lutionaries honouring—or worshipping—a central personiﬁcation with a sceptre,
globe, cornucopia and scroll. Underneath are the words “Choice of the Belgian
people for a Constitutional Monarchy, 22 November 1830”.68 The design thus
makes use of an allegory to refer to a speciﬁc moment of vote in the constituent
process. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the subscript does not have the
Congress as its active subject, but the Belgian people. It therefore legitimises the
vote by equating the 200 members of the National Congress, elected by a group of
30.000 voters (less than one per cent of the population) with the entire population of
Belgium, indeed: “We, the People”.
In general, these kind of votes were tedious as subject matter and therefore very
much in line with the Journal de l’Architecture’s comment. Notably, another voting
scene represented on design number 21—in this case one that was actually depicted
in a bas relief—was regarded so visually uninteresting that the designer partially hid
it behind a statue for the King.
Electing the Monarch: Leopold I (4 June 1831)
The artist behind design number 21 used different words than “the Belgian people”
right above the mentioned allegory of the revolution. There, a statue of Leopold I
has the words “Leopold I, King of the Belgians, elected by National Congress 4
June 1831” written on its pedestal.69 This teleological history writing evidently
omits to bring up the ﬁrst vote of the Congress for a Belgian monarch in early
February, which chose Louis-Philippe’s son, the Duc de Nemours. Behind
Leopold’s statue a bas-relief shows a voting scene, set in a comfortable, salon-like
version of the National Congress. An audience is present in the balcony areas
above, and here again, the Belgian people is mentioned, since the entire bas-relief is
entitled “The Belgian people at the National Congress”.
The entire ediﬁce, according to the artist of this design, was to be crowned
literally with a royal crown. This kind of celebration of constitutional monarchy,
present in three more designs, would eventually make it to the ﬁnal monument by
Joseph Poelaert, where Leopold’s statue replaced an earlier planned personiﬁcation
of the Constitution after a decision by the Chamber of Representatives in 1853.
67Juste, Théodore. 1840. Histoire de Belgique. Brussels: A. Jamar, 597–598. Belgium’s provi-
sional government had already proclaimed the separation from William’s United Kingdom of the
Netherlands on 4 October 1830.
68“Adhésion du people à la monarchie constitutionelle 22 nov. 1830” Design nr. 21, National
Archives of Belgium, Brussels, Kaarten en Plannen, 762.
69“Leopold I Roi des Belges élu par le Congrès National le 4 juin 1831.” Author’s translation.
Design nr. 21, National Archives of Belgium, Brussels, Kaarten en Plannen, 762.
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Fig. 3.6 Anonymous Congress Column design nr. 21 (detail: base of the design), National
Archives of Belgium, Brussels, Kaarten en Plannen, 762. © photo Author
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This Parliamentary decision demonstrates the weight and importance of the vote for
a constitutional monarchy in general and for Leopold’s dynasty in particular as
Belgian constitutional moments.
In other imagery celebrating the Belgian nation, artists visualised not so much
the voting episode of Leopold’s election in Congress, as the offering of the Belgian
crown in his residence in Marlborough House, London. There is a notable differ-
ence between these depictions of the Marlborough House scene and the French
imagery that reconstructed the preceding episode, in which the same crown was
offered to the Duc de Nemours. Nicolas Gosse’s painting (1836, Paris, Castle of
Versailles) of Louis-Philippe’s grand refusal of the Belgian Crown in February
1831, shows the French perspective with the King and his sons, including the Duc
de Nemours, high above Belgium’s regent Surlet de Chokier, who respectfully and
with a modest bow offers the King a piece of paper. A lithograph by De Doncker
shows the scene with Leopold in a much more intimate setting (Brussels, Royal
Library—Print Room, S.II 143816). The same can be said about the painting
featured on a temporary triumphal arch on the Royal Square at the occasion of
Leopold’s silver jubilee as Belgian Monarch in 1856. Here, all people involved in
the offering of the Belgian crown to Leopold by the deputies of the National
Congress were shown in a composition of democratic isocephaly, a stark contrast
with Gosse’s hierarchic painting. Depicting the offering of the Belgian crown to
Leopold clearly had DCM potential, since an inscription below the image on the
arch mentioned the exact date of the event: 23 June 1831.
The Royal Entry (21 July 1831)
Royal entries are part of the pomp and circumstance associated with royalty. For
example, even as recently as 1999, the Belgian crown prince and his wife Mathilde
visited the country’s main cities after their royal wedding. Likewise, Leopold I
visited Brussels with his second wife, Louise of Orléans, after their wedding on 9
August 1832—a moment commemorated in several medals. Historically, however,
an entry of a duke or count in the Low Countries’ territories had a strong legal, if
not constitutional connotation. During an event known as a joyous entry (Blijde
Intrede/Joyeuse Entrée), the citizens and the prince swore to uphold the privileges
and duties, which, particularly in Brabant, was accompanied by a written charter.70
Joyous entries can easily be called pre-modern constitutional moments. This
explains the historical weight of the depiction of Leopold’s entry into Belgium at
the coastal border town of De Panne on 17 July 1831, shortly after his election as
King, as well as of his “solemn entry” on horseback into Brussels and in the various
cities in between. When, a few days later, the soon-to-be King arrived in Bruges,
70Arnade, Peter. 1997. City, State and Public Ritual in the Late-Medieval Burgundian Netherlands.
Comparative Studies in Society and History 39 (2): 305. Deseure, Brecht. 2015. De lange schaduw
van de Blijde Inkomst: Revolutionair discours over de oude grondwetten in België. In
Rechtsgeschiedenis op nieuwe wegen/Legal history, moving in new directions, ed. Dave De
ruysscher, 35–58. Antwerp: Maklu. See also the 1958 special issue on joyous entries of Standen en
Landen 16.
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where medieval joyous entries were part of a celebrated urban history, a priest
recalled the medieval Burgundian dukes as friends of the nation. Théodore Juste, in
his History of the Belgian National Congress written in 1849–1850, recalled the
historical reciprocal oaths of the people and sovereigns before describing Leopold’s
entry into Brussels.71
As these facts demonstrate, for a young nation like Belgium, linking contem-
porary constitutional moments to historical ones was crucial in order to legitimate
the new regime. Any depiction of such a moment is, therefore, to some extent an
invention. This invention is no different from historians Hobsbawm and Ranger’s
famous invention of traditions. This is deﬁned as a repeated practice, often of ritual
or symbolic nature, which attempts “to establish continuity with a suitable historic
past.”72 Royal entries, as well as the imagery depicting them, are speciﬁcally
analogous to the second type of invented traditions discerned by Hobsbawm and
Ranger: the type that legitimises institutions. For DCMs, the repetition of the
practices which Hobsbawm and Ranger refer to, is guaranteed by the images
depicting the moment over and over again.
Congress Column design number 52 (Fig. 3.7) depicts Leopold’s entry centrally
on the column’s shaft, although it is unclear if the scene is set in De Panne or
Brussels. The design is all the more interesting because of its speciﬁc narrative
device. The entry scene is ﬁt in between two others in a spiral bas-relief or frieze.
Above it, an agitated orator speaks to a plenary assembly, whilst underneath a
roughly sketched scene possibly shows an oath. The spiral is reminiscent of
Trajan’s column, a quintessential example of continuous narrative in Roman frie-
zes, since scenes happening in very different settings are shown closely linked.73 At
least one other Congress Column entry (number 44-bis, only known by description)
made use of this narrative strategy.74 Such a spiral creates a teleological effect, with
one episode linked to another in a single continuum.
The Constitutional Oath (21 July 1831)
Perhaps the most evident moment from Belgian constitutional history to be com-
memorated and depicted, is the oath taken by Leopold I on 21 July 1831. Evident,
because since 1890 and up until today it is celebrated—although often by Belgians
unaware of the exact historical reason—as Belgium’s national holiday.75 Marking
the difference with the inauguration ceremony of William I on the same location—
the Royal Square in Brussels—in 1815, the absence of a coronation made
Leopold’s constitutional oath on 21 July 1831 the pivotal moment of his
71Juste, Théodore. 1850. Histoire du Congrès national de Belgique, ou de la fondation de la
monarchie belge. Brussels, 352–353.
72Hobsbawm, Eric, and Terence O. Ranger. 1983. The Invention of Tradition. Cambridge
University Press: Cambridge, 1.
73Blanckenhagen, Peter H. von. 1957. Narration in Hellenistic and Roman Art. American Journal
of Archaeology 61 (1):78–83.
74L’Indépendance Belge. 1850. Monument de la Constitution. 31 January 1850.
75Janssens. 2001, ix.
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Fig. 3.7 Anonymous Congress Column design nr. 52 (detail: spiral bas-reliefs on the shaft),
National Archives of Belgium, Brussels, Kaarten en Plannen, 762. © photo Author
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inauguration. Leopold was King by the grace of the people, as Baron de Gerlache,
the president of the National Congress, emphasized at the occasion. Inside the
“liturgy of power”, the post-revolutionary oath maintained a sacral vigour within a
desacralisation of politics, as shown by Paolo Prodi.76 However, more than religion,
history served as a major form of legitimation. Again, as was the case with the royal
entries, a historical parallel was made with earlier reciprocal pacts between rulers
and the people, such as those of Philip the Good and Charles V.77
The King only needed a few seconds to pronounce the words prescribed in
article 80 of the 1831 Constitution: “I swear to observe the Constitution and the
laws of the Belgian people, to maintain the national independence and the integrity
of the territory.”78 Even for an instantaneous moment like the swearing of an oath,
the variety of surviving depictions is conspicuous. The oath was featured as a relief
on the shaft of an unofﬁcial Congress Column design by architect August Payen
and a sculptor named Leclercq, which was picked up in the artistic press in 1849.79
Their relief on the front shows Leopold, amidst a group of standing people, whilst
putting his right hand down and holding his hat with his left. When compared with
the many prints and paintings produced shortly after the inauguration in 1831,
Payen and Leclercq’s choice for the speciﬁc moment was less obvious than could
be expected. Other depictions feature a surprising variety of poses and composi-
tions, and thereby of actual instants within the moment. Some prints depict Leopold
with his hand on the Constitution, other showed him seated on the throne after the
regent had granted him to do so. In a history painting from 1831 (Brussels, Royal
Museums for Fine Arts of Belgium), Ferdinand de Braekeleer chose the moment of
acclamation, when Surlet de Chokier, Belgium’s regent, asked the people to wel-
come their new King with a cheer. In 1856, De Braekeleer reconstructed the
moment in a new history painting (Brussels, Royal Museums for Fine Arts of
Belgium).80
As opposed to painters and printmakers, the Congress Column designers, when
showing the oath, were unable to depict the architectural surroundings. Notably, the
limited space disabled them to include the main building on the heavily ornamented
Royal Square, right behind the ephemeral stage: the church of Saint-James on the
76Prodi, Paolo. 1997 (1992). Das Sakrament der Herrschaft. Der politische Eid in der
Verfassungsgeschichte des Okzidents. Trans. J. Elze. Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 17, 403.
77Deneckere, Gita. 2011. Leopold I. De eerste koning van Europa. Antwerpen: De Bezige Bij,
214–215.
78“Je jure d’observer la Constitution et les lois du peuple belge, de maintenir l’indépendance
nationale et l’intégrité du territoire.” In the current version of the Belgian Constitution, this phrase
is included in article 91. The ofﬁcial report of the inauguration is included in Huyttens, E. 1844.
Discussions du Congrès national de Belgique. Brussels: Adolphe Wahlen et Cie, 613–622.
79The Payen and Leclercq design was discussed in ‘La colonne de la constitution’, Journal
d’architecture, 1850, 34–36. and shown in La Renaissance, 1849 (after 140).
80Leen, Frederik. 2005. Over revolutie en de stichting van een nieuwe staat. In De romantiek in
België. Tussen werkelijkheid, herinnering en verlangen, eds. Dominique Marechal, and Gautier
Platteau, 72–73. Tielt: Lannoo.
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Coudenberg. For printmakers, however, this building allowed to include both time
and timelessness in their use of the DCM. In Woods’s words: their prints showed
time expressed and time transcended. On the one hand, the church’s clock made it
possible to indicate the exact time (2:15 p.m.) and therefore increased the instan-
taneity of the depicted instant, as one artist chose to do (Fig. 3.7). Other print-
makers framed their print in such ways that the clock was left out, or went so far as
to alter the architecture and erase the church tower altogether, thereby erasing time
from the image.
On the other hand, the church’s pediment offered a means to make the clearly
important, if not decisive moment of a constitutional oath last, helping to emphasise
its timelessness. Again, and in line with L’Indépendance’s earlier mentioned
comment, allegory saved the day. Leopold putting his hand on the book, tablet or
scroll of the Constitution became the quintessential allegorical image of the day.
This representation of Leopold’s oath was included in the pediment of the church,
as can be seen on a print by Simoneau (Fig. 3.8). The pediment featured Leopold
kneeling in front of a personiﬁcation of Belgium crowning the constitutional tables
of the law (upon which was written “Long live the King of the Belgians”) with a
laurel. In other words: already at the unfolding of the actual historical moment of
the constitutional oath, its own timeless image served as its backdrop, making it
quintessentially staged. The organizing and commissioning government did not
Fig. 3.8 P. Simoneau, Inauguration of prince Leopold of Saxe Coburg, King of the Belgians, ca.
1831, print © Archives of the City of Brussels, inv.nr. K-236. Photo by Author
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only anticipate the future depiction of the moment, they already had it depicted
above Leopold before he had even begun his oath.
This timeless image would indeed survive. For example, one of the Column
designs was crowned with a statue of Leopold in an oath taking position (The
Hague, Netherlands Institute for Art History, BD/1484). Already before the 1848
Revolution, in 1847, medal artist Laurent Hart designed a medal commemorating
Leopold’s constitutional oath (Brussels, Royal Library, Print Room, II.4439-4442).
The different designs (Fig. 3.9) give an exclusive insight into the genesis of a
romantic medal. Balancing between anecdote and allegory, most of Hart’s designs
lean to the latter, as they include allegorical ﬁgures for concepts such as the arts,
history, and the Belgian nation. Despite the presence of personiﬁcations, the lower
right design shows the most realistic scene with the regent holding the Constitution
—in its allegorical form of tables of the law—and members of the army standing
next to the King. In the background stands a building reminiscent of the church
of Saint-James on the Coudenberg, in front of which the actual oath took place.
Fig. 3.9 L. Hart, four drawn designs for a medal commemorating Leopold’s constitutional oath of
1831, 1847, Brussels, Royal Library, Print Room. © photo Nancy Demartin
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In the end, Hart chose the most sober design close to the lower left drawing and the
1831 pediment image, with Leopold facing a personiﬁcation of the Belgian nation:
a timeless allegory.
For the depiction of a constitutional oath, artists thus made use of a triple notion
of time: the instantaneous, momentary nature of the event, the historical link with
the old Constitutions by means of an invented tradition, and the timelessness of an
allegory.
3.4.3 The Final Choice: Living in the Moment
After a draw between competing architects Joseph Poelaert (number 46D) and
Pierre Dens (number 42) following the competition, it was Poelaert’s design that
was ﬁnally executed and subsequently inaugurated on 26 September 1859
(Fig. 3.10). Naturally, like the date of the ﬁrst stone, this September day was
commemorated by means of medals. More surprisingly, the single frieze on the
actual monument does not show a (constitutional) moment, but the personiﬁcations
of the nine Belgian provinces and a Spirit of the Nation.
However, decisive constitutional moments are included on each of the four sides
of the base, by means of inscribed dates: September 1830 (the revolutionary days),
10 November 1830 (the opening of the National Congress), 7 February 1831 (the
vote for the Constitution, Fig. 3.11) and 21 July 1831 (Leopold’s oath). Although
Poelaert’s original design featured a personiﬁcation of the Constitution on top of the
column, today a statue of Leopold I by Guillaume Geefs surmounts the monument.
This was done after a parliamentary debate and against the will of Leopold himself.
The same Parliament had already commissioned a statue of Leopold at Geefs’s
studio for its own plenary meeting room, to be featured behind the Parliament’s
president. An important difference exists between the two. The statue in the
Parliament—like one of the Congress Column designs81—depicts Leopold during
his “signiﬁcant moment” of taking his constitutional oath. Geefs had included a
small column and the open book of the Constitution, as well as a crown lying on top
of it. Clearly, the Parliament statue was not just Leopold I, but Leopold as a
constitutional King, during his decisive biographical and constitutional moment of
swearing upon the Constitution that deﬁned his role as the head of the Belgian state.
In Parliament, the date 21 July 1831 was inscribed underneath the statue, empha-
sizing the constitutional moment. In contrast, the statue on top of the Congress
Column simply shows Leopold holding his hat, without any reference to his oath.
81Anonymous design kept at RKD - Nederlands Instituut voor Kunstgeschiedenis, The Hague,
inv./cat.nr. (BD/1484 - NEG/Originelen).
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In the plenary session on 11 June 1853, during a ﬁnancial debate concerning the
Congress Column and the new church for the Belgian royals (both projects by
Joseph Poelaert), Member of Parliament Abbé De Haerne stated:
Fig. 3.10 G. Gerlier, The Congress Column, illustration for Felix Stappaerts, La Colonne du
Congrès à Bruxelles. Notice historique et descriptive du monument, Brussels, 1860
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Gentlemen, there are in the life of a people, as in the life of individuals, decisive moments,
solemn occasions that should be seized to avoid the risk of compromising the future. The
constitutional regime is threatened in several countries; for Belgium, this regime is its
reason to be, its lifebuoy. Let us show Europe that we hold it more than ever, and that the
Constitution, as an immobile column, has unshakeable foundations in the soil of our
fatherland.82
Apart from the recent death of the Belgian queen and the upcoming wedding of
the Belgian crown prince, De Haerne was referring to another decisive moment,
unfolding a few years ago and directly linked with the Belgian Constitution.
Fig. 3.11 Joseph Poelaert, Congress Column, Brussels, 1859 (detail: inscriptions of the date of 10
November 1830 (opening of the National Congress) and 7 February 1831 (voting of the Belgian
Constitution) inscribed in the base, in between personiﬁcations of the constitutional freedom of
association (l) (by Charles Fraikin); education (m) and press (r) (both by sculptor Joseph Geefs). ©
Laure Geerts/Collectif Caravane
82“Messieurs, il y a dans la vie des peuples, comme dans la vie des individus, des moments
décisifs, des occasions solennelles qu’il faut savoir saisir sous peine de s’exposer à compromettre
l’avenir. Le régime constitutionnel est menacé dans plusieurs pays; pour la Belgique, ce régime
est sa raison d’être, son ancre de salut. Faisons voir à l’Europe que nous y tenons plus que jamais
et que la Constitution, comme une colonne immobile, a des fondements inébranlables dans le sol
de la patrie.”
Annales parlementaires 1852–1853, Chambre des Représentants. 1853. Brussels, 1671 (11
June 1853).
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This Constitution had survived the 1848 Revolution that had shook Europe. The
wave had not hurt the Belgian Constitution, in neither of Pitkin’s meanings, and the
stable Congress Column was there to remind everyone of that moment and fact. The
Column in Brussels, with its four fundamental freedoms, its crowning hero of the
Constitution and a bulk of other iconography, thus grasped more than the four dates
inscribed in its base. Above all, it seized and reconstructed (albeit allegorically) the
days following the French February Revolution of 1848 as (one of) Belgium’s
decisive constitutional moment(s). Ackermanian in its non-instantaneousness, this
moment was not a constitutional amendment—the electoral threshold was lowered
neatly within the constitutional limits set out in then article 47. Instead of one of
constitutional change, Belgium’s 1848 decisive constitutional moment was a
moment of constitutional reafﬁrmation that was eternalised by means of public art,
most notably the Congress Column.
Arguably, this 1848 moment even had its Cartier-Bresson like instant on 1
March 1848 just before 3 pm. In a plenary session—one slightly more agitated than
usually—a leftist member, Adelson Castiau, had just warned the Belgian repre-
sentatives of the fact that the revolutionary ideas from the streets of Paris would
make a world tour, and pass through Belgium. In his response, a Catholic Member
of Parliament, Auguste Delfosse, stated:
Liberty, for making its world tour, no longer needs to pass through Belgium. In Belgium,
we possess the great principles of liberty and equality; they are inscribed in our
Constitution, as they are engraved in our hearts.83
Following such a dramatic expression of patriotism, the parliamentary records
mention prolonged applause, congratulations and ﬁerce emotion. The quote was
picked up by the press, and the instant was soon turned into an allegorical print. The
same instant appeared as a quote on a medal commemorating Delfosse and—more
importantly—it survived history, at least for a while. In 1880, Frans Vinck turned
Delfosse’s words into a large history painting (Brussels, Chamber of
Representatives, Fig. 3.12). Again, painting allowed for dramatic gestures and
recognisable faces of the main participants in that day’s debate, and by means of a
DCM, the decisive constitutional moment is reconstructed three decades after its
dramatic occurrence.84
83“La liberté pour faire le tour du monde ne doit plus passer par la Belgique. Nous avons en
Belgique les grands principes de liberté et d’égalité: ils sont inscrits dans notre Constitution,
comme ils sont gravés dans tous nos cœurs”. Annales parlementaires 1847–1848, Chambre des
Représentants, 1848. Brussels, 950 (1 March 1848).
84Huygebaert, 2015.
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3.5 Conclusion
To constitute, one must not merely become active at some moment but must establish
something that lasts, which, in human affairs, inevitably means something that will enlist
and be carried forward by others. Unless we succeed in creating – together with others –
something lasting, inclusive, principled, and fundamental, we have not succeeded in con-
stituting anything.85
Hanna Fenichel Pitkin’s interpretation of a Constitution as “something lasting” is
no different from what artists have tried to symbolise by means of the stone tables in
their artworks representing the Constitution. This chapter demonstrates that, in their
search for a symbol for the Constitution, artists saw an alternative potential in what
Pitkin ﬁrst mentions: the moment when one—i.e. the nation—becomes active.
Selecting and depicting this moment was an artistic device or practice, in which a
focus on the instantaneous allowed artists to create something eternal and lasting:
timelessness through a focus on time.
The distinction between the actual, historical moment and its depiction—
between the decisive constitutional moment and the DCM—is necessary for the
Fig. 3.12 F. Vinck, The session of 1 March 1848, 1880 (detail), Chamber of Representatives,
Brussels. © photo by Author
85Pitkin, 1987. 168–169.
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analysis of this device and constitutes the essence of how a DCM functions. The
artistic media in which the DCM was put to use, allowed artists not only to record,
but also to reconstruct and invent parts of the event, and the organising and
commissioning government to stage whatever event they interpreted as having
potential. The objective and reason for them to use the DCM—or to commission an
artist who did so—was the legitimation of the Constitution, or in Vorländer’s
words: validity, acceptance and recognition.
Moreover, the search for a signiﬁcant, pregnant or decisive moment from con-
stitutional history, the quest for a constitutional punctum temporis, never happens in
tempore non suspecto, but—quite the contrary—in tempore opportuno, at the
opportune moment. From Giambologna’s relief for Cosimo I’s taking of power,
over Jacques-Louis David’s expression of a Constitutional desire and the monu-
ment competition in Belgian following the French February Revolution until FDR’s
involvement in the sesquicentennial image during his own Ackermanian constitu-
tional moment, time and again it becomes clear that the artistic search for the
moment unfolds in moments of constitutional creation, change, threat or crisis.
Scrutinising the DCM and its use provides a basis for a deeper understanding of the
nation’s law and its visual sensation or perception. Therefore, apart from the choice
for the moment, we should always look into the moment when that choice is made.
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